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to make something clear or easy to understand by describing or giving information about it i if there s
anything you don t understand i ll be happy to explain t the teacher explained the procedure to the
students question word bill explained how the program works 1 a to make known explain the secret of
your success b to make plain or understandable footnotes that explain the terms 2 to give the reason for
or cause of unable to explain his strange conduct 3 to show the logical development or relationships of
explained the new theory intransitive verb from english grammar today we use the verb explain to mean
make something clear or easy to understand by describing or giving information about it we can use
explain with a direct object or with a direct object and a prepositional phrase with to direct objects are
underlined could you explain this diagram please verb used with object to make plain or clear render
understandable or intelligible to explain an obscure point synonyms explicate antonyms confuse to make
known in detail to explain how to do something to assign a meaning to interpret how can you explain
such a silly remark to make clear the cause or reason of account for intransitive transitive to give a
reason or be a reason for something she tried to explain but he wouldn t listen explain that alex
explained that his car had broken down explain why how etc well that doesn t explain why you didn t
phone explain something please explain your reasons 1 transitive verb intransitive verb if you explain
something you give details about it or describe it so that it can be understood not every judge however
has the ability to explain the law in simple terms don t sign anything until your lawyer has explained the
contract to you professor griffiths explained how the drug appears to work 1 start off in the right place
everyone s got a different background everyone s got a different set of knowledge and it s our job to
explain the information in terms that they already understand says walliman it s no good leaving a gap
and starting from there because they re not going to follow along verb ɪkˈspleɪn verb forms transitive
intransitive to tell someone about something in a way that makes it easy to understand explain
something to somebody first i ll explain the rules of the game it was difficult to explain the problem to
beginners i ll be happy to explain he added helpfully explain that synonyms for explain clarify illustrate
demonstrate simplify interpret illuminate elucidate explicate antonyms of explain obscure confuse cloud
confound obfuscate befog being able to explain concepts in a clear and engaging way is an excellent skill
to have whether you re giving a presentation or a speech leading an important meeting sharing your
passions with friends or just wondering how you can improve your verbal skills we ve got you covered to
explain something is to define it show how it works or just tell what it is explaining helps people
understand if you know football really well then you could probably explain it to a non fan explaining
makes things clearer a lot of teaching is explaining telling how something works 21 easy ways to explain
things better great communicators are master explainers they can take something like quantum physics
or philosophy and break it into easily understandable snippets whether you re giving a speech leading a
meeting or explaining your passion to your friends these 21 tips can help you send a well received
message explain something to someone but you won t say or hear explain someone well you could say it
but that would be the exception rather than the rule e g explain chopin to me if you talk to a pianist who
knows that composer really well to make clear or understandable clarify describe define demonstrate
detail elucidate illustrate disclose make clear point out reveal discuss show break down characterise uk
characterize us delineate demystify explicate expound get across go into detail make plain put across
specify spell out add to word list a2 to make something clear or easy to understand by describing or
giving information about it if there s anything you don t understand i ll be happy to explain explain
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something to someone the teacher explained the rules to the children 7 sample answers to tell me about
a time you had to explain something complex to your colleague or customer interview question i recall
many such situations from my last job in technical support obviously at one hand you try not to
overwhelm the customer with technical details 1 don t feel the need to justify your actions one of the
main reasons why people feel the need to explain themselves is because they feel like they need to
justify their actions however you should never feel like you need to justify your actions to anyone to
make something clear or easy to understand by giving reasons for it or details about it question word can
you explain why you did this can you explain to me how this machine works that he explained that he
was going to stay with his sister how do you explain her strange behaviour fewer examples cjb but treat
the messiah as holy as lord in your hearts while remaining always ready to give a reasoned answer to
anyone who asks you to explain the hope you have in you yet with humility and fear cev honor christ and
let him be the lord of your life always be ready to give an answer when someone asks you about your
hope darby ˌekspləˈneɪʃn word family countable uncountable a statement fact or situation that tells you
why something happened a reason given for something the most likely explanation is that his plane was
delayed it s the only explanation that makes any sense a plausible an alternative explanation to offer
provide an explanation
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explain definition in the cambridge english dictionary
May 02 2024

to make something clear or easy to understand by describing or giving information about it i if there s
anything you don t understand i ll be happy to explain t the teacher explained the procedure to the
students question word bill explained how the program works

explain definition meaning merriam webster
Apr 01 2024

1 a to make known explain the secret of your success b to make plain or understandable footnotes that
explain the terms 2 to give the reason for or cause of unable to explain his strange conduct 3 to show the
logical development or relationships of explained the new theory intransitive verb

explain grammar cambridge dictionary
Feb 29 2024

from english grammar today we use the verb explain to mean make something clear or easy to
understand by describing or giving information about it we can use explain with a direct object or with a
direct object and a prepositional phrase with to direct objects are underlined could you explain this
diagram please

explain definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 30 2024

verb used with object to make plain or clear render understandable or intelligible to explain an obscure
point synonyms explicate antonyms confuse to make known in detail to explain how to do something to
assign a meaning to interpret how can you explain such a silly remark to make clear the cause or reason
of account for

explain verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Dec 29 2023

intransitive transitive to give a reason or be a reason for something she tried to explain but he wouldn t
listen explain that alex explained that his car had broken down explain why how etc well that doesn t
explain why you didn t phone explain something please explain your reasons

explain definition in american english collins english
Nov 27 2023

1 transitive verb intransitive verb if you explain something you give details about it or describe it so that
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it can be understood not every judge however has the ability to explain the law in simple terms don t
sign anything until your lawyer has explained the contract to you professor griffiths explained how the
drug appears to work

how to explain anything to anyone 4 steps to clearer
Oct 27 2023

1 start off in the right place everyone s got a different background everyone s got a different set of
knowledge and it s our job to explain the information in terms that they already understand says
walliman it s no good leaving a gap and starting from there because they re not going to follow along

explain verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Sep 25 2023

verb ɪkˈspleɪn verb forms transitive intransitive to tell someone about something in a way that makes it
easy to understand explain something to somebody first i ll explain the rules of the game it was difficult
to explain the problem to beginners i ll be happy to explain he added helpfully explain that

explain synonyms 50 similar and opposite words merriam
Aug 25 2023

synonyms for explain clarify illustrate demonstrate simplify interpret illuminate elucidate explicate
antonyms of explain obscure confuse cloud confound obfuscate befog

how to explain anything clearly and effectively
Jul 24 2023

being able to explain concepts in a clear and engaging way is an excellent skill to have whether you re
giving a presentation or a speech leading an important meeting sharing your passions with friends or just
wondering how you can improve your verbal skills we ve got you covered

explain definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jun 22 2023

to explain something is to define it show how it works or just tell what it is explaining helps people
understand if you know football really well then you could probably explain it to a non fan explaining
makes things clearer a lot of teaching is explaining telling how something works

how to explain things better make people understand
May 22 2023
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21 easy ways to explain things better great communicators are master explainers they can take
something like quantum physics or philosophy and break it into easily understandable snippets whether
you re giving a speech leading a meeting or explaining your passion to your friends these 21 tips can
help you send a well received message

which one is correct explain me or explain to me
Apr 20 2023

explain something to someone but you won t say or hear explain someone well you could say it but that
would be the exception rather than the rule e g explain chopin to me if you talk to a pianist who knows
that composer really well

what is another word for explain wordhippo
Mar 20 2023

to make clear or understandable clarify describe define demonstrate detail elucidate illustrate disclose
make clear point out reveal discuss show break down characterise uk characterize us delineate demystify
explicate expound get across go into detail make plain put across specify spell out

explain english meaning cambridge dictionary
Feb 16 2023

add to word list a2 to make something clear or easy to understand by describing or giving information
about it if there s anything you don t understand i ll be happy to explain explain something to someone
the teacher explained the rules to the children

tell me about a time you had to explain something complex
Jan 18 2023

7 sample answers to tell me about a time you had to explain something complex to your colleague or
customer interview question i recall many such situations from my last job in technical support obviously
at one hand you try not to overwhelm the customer with technical details

stop explaining yourself 10 ways to break this habit
Dec 17 2022

1 don t feel the need to justify your actions one of the main reasons why people feel the need to explain
themselves is because they feel like they need to justify their actions however you should never feel like
you need to justify your actions to anyone
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explain meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Nov 15 2022

to make something clear or easy to understand by giving reasons for it or details about it question word
can you explain why you did this can you explain to me how this machine works that he explained that
he was going to stay with his sister how do you explain her strange behaviour fewer examples

1 peter 3 15 bible gateway
Oct 15 2022

cjb but treat the messiah as holy as lord in your hearts while remaining always ready to give a reasoned
answer to anyone who asks you to explain the hope you have in you yet with humility and fear cev honor
christ and let him be the lord of your life always be ready to give an answer when someone asks you
about your hope darby

explanation noun definition pictures pronunciation and
Sep 13 2022

ˌekspləˈneɪʃn word family countable uncountable a statement fact or situation that tells you why
something happened a reason given for something the most likely explanation is that his plane was
delayed it s the only explanation that makes any sense a plausible an alternative explanation to offer
provide an explanation
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